Introduction
In recent years, in Lithuania the collapses of roofs and columns in accidents have occurred frequently. Various methods are being developed to examine the damage to the buildings. Many of them use various transformations of the measured signal such as Fourier transformation [1] . It allows on the base of modal analysis to analyse the structure's diagnostic signals, which changes due to construction defects. The problem is that Fourier transformation is based on one basic functions groupsin() and cos() and thus limits the analysis of non-stationary diagnostic signals. Therefore relevant methods for diagnostics purposes are those which allow analysing non-stationary signals, and also to associate them with the possibilities to determine the moment when the process becomes nonstationary. In our opinion, one of the possible methods is wavelet analysis. Wavelet transform has been increasingly applied to different engineering problems in recent years. One field of engineering which can apply the wavelet transform is damage detection [2] [3] [4] in the context of structural health monitoring. Damage detection is based on the assumptions that dynamic properties of the mechanical system change [5, 6] . There are a lot of studies for the identification of modifications in a system's dynamic response that is caused by structural damage were developed on the base of energy components of signals' wavelet decompositions [7] [8] [9] [10] . Damage of the building is generally defined as the change in the structure characteristic which will affect the structure behaviour now and in the future.
Detecting means that the characteristic quantity before and after some moment should be compared to determine the damage occurring process [11, 12] . Therefore, it is important to detect damage using signal processing methods. Fourier transform method or Wavelet signal processing methods make it very suitable for signal processing and analysis. For structural determination of damages the wavelet method was used previously [13] . The wavelet method is new enough and effective for the diagnostics of structural damage. There is a close relationship between the wavelet method and frequency and time issues. The ability of this method is suitable for recognition of damage location [14] .
Within the building engineering profession and its related researchers, wavelet-based techniques and applica-tions continue to be developed. Examining the various subdiscipline areas, such as earthquakes, structures and materials results have indicated that wavelet based techniques can often provide a unique insight into the analysis and characterization of time series data, versus classical methods [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
In this study, damage to structures, an analysis has been made in order to be detected by continuous wavelet transform (CWT).
Structure model and experiment system
In order to make experimental measurements the flooring structure system was designed. The structure of the floor is based on flat triangular bending elements model, whereas pillars were modelled from dimensional framework elements that could be stretched/compressed, bent and twisted. The pillars are set perpendicularly to the base and the floors. The load is evenly distributed for both floors. The model of the structure's model and experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The measurement points of the laboratory model of the flooring building as mechanical structure is shown in Fig. 2 . The sensors, attached to the system at specific nine points are measuring dynamical processes at the structure. Table 1 provides natural vibration frequencies of the floor structure model. This model can be used to simulate roof overload phenomenon. In case of the pressures or excessive loads on the roof the dynamic processes at the indicated measurement points should change. Using this assumption we also will try to analyse the influence of defects to the change of the measured dynamical process. In this experiment, the sampling frequency is 4098 Hz. The analysis of the data from measurement system was made using the MATLAB. For this purpose, considered measurement and data collection system was consisting of modal hammer for structure excitation, some transducers, and response analyzer Pulse 3560 of Brüel&Kjer.
System response
The Fig. 3 depicts acceleration response of the system as triggered at the second 1. Similarly, the chart of vibrational velocity range is given in Fig. 4 . To wavelet analysis of velocity of the damaged structure are important to analyse the system response. The system can be made for comparing the response of both damaged and undamaged structures and their data points.
Mathematical background
Although a lot of time-frequency transformations are available, only the Wavelet Transform (WT) is uniquely capable of adaptively adjusting to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. The wavelet transform concedes that arbitrarily good resolution in both time and frequency is not possible [21] .
Most of the signals in practice are time domain signals in their raw format. Plot time-domain signals obtain a time-amplitude representation of the signal. This representation is not always the best representation of the signal for most signal processing related applications. In many cases, the most distinguished information is hidden in the frequency content of the signal. The frequency spectrum of a signal is basically the frequency components of that signal. The frequency spectrum of a signal determines what frequencies exist in the signal. Frequency content of a signal can be found using Fourier Transform (FT). Besides the widely used Fourier transform scientists also apply Hilbert transformation, Short-Time Fourier transformation, wavelet analysis and Wigner Distribution. The Wavelet Transform provides the time-frequency representation and it is basically required to analyse non-stationary signals. WT solves the dilemma of resolution to a certain extent. WT is capable of providing the time and frequency information simultaneously, hence giving a time-frequency representation of the signal [22] .
Continuous wavelet transform
The use of wavelet transform is particularly appropriate since it gives information about the signal both in frequency and time domains. Let f(x) be the signal, the continuous wavelet transform of f(x) is then defined as
where (*) indicates the complex conjugate, and
Here, ψ is called as a wave or the mother wavelet and it have two characteristic parameters, namely, dilation (a) and translation (b), which vary continuously. The translation parameter, "b", controls the position of the wavelet in time. A "narrow" wavelet can access high-frequency information, while a more dilated wavelet can access lowfrequency information. This means that the parameter "a" varies with different frequency.
And it provides the admissibility condition as below Here, ψ(ω) stands for the Fourier transform of ψ(x). The admissibility condition implies that the Fourier transform of ψ(x) vanishes at the zero frequency [23] [24] [25] .
Feature extraction and analysis via continuous wavelet transform
This paper analyses the application of the continuous wavelet analysis method.
The principal aim is to extract features from potential building's monitoring system data using wavelet transform. The non-stationarity of the signal is revealed due to the changing building's behaviour.
The possibilities of feature extraction using wavelet method was analysed using generated signals. Firstly one or more harmonic signals were generated. Then nonstationarity of the signal is modelled by adding generated burst signal to the generated normal distribution signal. The amplitude of the burst signal corresponds to particular portion of the mean of the generated "normal" signal. This compound signal with the help of Matlab package was analysed using wavelet transformation (Fig. 5 ). The results show that wavelet method displays non-stationarity of the signal (darker areas in the middle of the image). Also the harmonic process was modelled using the assumption that building monitoring is performed at specific time intervals and the change in the data can be noticed during monitoring interval, and between monitoring intervals. Two harmonic signals were generated: y 1 = sin(2t) and y 2 = sin(0.23t) and wavelet transformation was applied. The results are provided in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 .
The situation when the object's condition changes at the time moment between the monitoring intervals was analyzed. That is we assume that at first monitoring interval we observe stationary harmonic signal and at the secondnon-stationary signal. Fig. 8 depicts signal before the change and after it (at the 1000th moment signal changes)).
For separated signal (Fig. 8, a) wavelet image is created. In case of stationary signal (Fig. 8, b ) the result is an image where darker ellipses are neatly arranged and in case of non-stationary signal (Fig. 8, c) the image is disordered.
Haar wavelet transform was also used to analyse signal spectrum (to analyse the signal change). Vibrations of the excited floor with several defects of the building's laboratory model were analysed. The spectrum at the first measurement point was analysed. In case of the defect additional spectral components appear, Haar wavelet transformation also shows them in Fig. 9 . We can confirm that the 3rd defect can be detected best when measuring at the 1st point (see Fig. 2 ). The application of wavelet method allows distinguishing the results between spectres which were obtained for different conditions of the measured objects. Therefore it must be noted that the informativeness of the result of the wavelet transformation depends on the place of measurement point on the monitored object and the nature of the defect. For example, the transformation of the results obtained from the first measurement point is more informative for the floor with the defect 3 than for the floor with the defect 1. Thus numerical results are important for practical application of the wavelet. This method is quite successful in making the diagnosis the top floor of building's laboratory model. CWT analysis was performed for the1 stand 5th point in Fig. 10 . Here, the point 1 and point 5 is owned by a different frequency components, can be clearly seen. This change in the colour scale can be realized. Colour scale is an inverse relationship between scale and frequency. This inverse relationship represents an increase scale decreased frequency. Here, the time axis is the same for both graphics. However, the two graph axis scale is different. Point 5, both high and low frequency content spread over a wider area. Fig. 10 , a is different from to as the coefficient in Fig. 10, b. a b Fig. 10 Analysis of the CWT for damaged top floor acceleration in points 1 and 5
Significant differences between 8 and 16 scales can be seen in Fig. 11 . This situation explains the differences in this frequency band also. In this section, compari- The CWT method can easily be identified with the frequency bands. If examined, the Displacement points for point 1 and point 5 are seen to be quite different. In fact, the frequency content of the starting and ending periods of each other's opposite. Point 1 has high-frequency components which is available in first seconds. However, points 5 with higher coefficients are low-frequency components.
Comparison can be made between point 1 and point 5 in Fig. 13 . In this study, the key to the analysis, feature extraction is one of the velocity of vibration changes according to the state of monitoring object. As a result of starting with pulse effect 1 second, high amplitude and low frequency features are composed in point 5. The coefficient of the amplitude has been reached level 3 in the firth second from point 5, amplitude level of the point 1 is remains at 1.5. Fig. 13 , according to point 1 to point 5 is seen to have higher coefficients.
Results and discussion
The analyses of damages in the style structure, different methods are used and CWT method as new application include on this issue. In this study, experimental data collection was analysed by CWT in the structures. The results are quite satisfactory. The displacement data, the results of the analysis for the low-frequency and high amplitude were found to contain features. Figs. 14 and 15 show the results of CWT analysis of velocity of the structures. The situation has been analysed to the same point. One of the important findings of the study, low-frequency components of the velocity found to points, for undamaged structure the 128-band frequencies, these components do not scale. Because of this feature, undamaged points and damage point determined characteristic features of low-frequency feature which the scale is the level of 128. In this study, we can distinguish undamaged and damaged areas with the frequency regions.
In the conducted study, experiments were made on point more than the number of those being used in the study. Wavelet analysis method for determination of the state changing in construction of the building has very successful results. Various methods can be used to detect the defects of structures. In this paper wavelet transform method is used.
Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is applied to vibration signal analysis of building's construction with defect. The results, which were obtained by modelling the changes in data pattern assuming that the building's construction element lost its stability, i.e. defect emerged, and by applying different wavelets, showed that this method is suitable for diagnostics of defects in the construction. With the CWT analysis, buildings construction's defects were detected according the frequency characteristics, also determining time moment of defect appearance.
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